28.08.2017

International Scientific Conference – Slovak University of Agriculture

Slovak University of Agriculture, Faculty of EU studies and Regional Development, is organizing an international Scientific conference “Agrarian Law in the EU 2017”. on 23.November 2017.

All Amber road partners are invited to send their papers and if possible, to participate at the conference.

https://sites.google.com/site/agrarianlawconference/
Project BIOREGIO – Slovak University of Agriculture

Project BIOREGIO was presented at International Exhibition AGROKOMPLEX

Slovak University of Agriculture in Nitra had successful presentation at 44th International exhibition Agrokomplex held from 17th to 20th August under the auspices of Ministry of Agriculture and Rural Development of the Slovak Republic. Slovak University of Agriculture had presented itself and offered information about the university, accredited study programmes of individual faculties, activities of the AgroBioTech Research Centre, University Farm, acquainted the interested with the newest textbooks and scientific monographs issued by SUA. Life at the university was presented by video-presentations.

Within the SUA exposure, BIOREGIO project has been also presented and the visitors of the exhibition had the opportunity to get information on the ongoing project, stakeholder involvement, project results achieved during its 1st semester and plans for the next semester of the project.
28.08.2017

International Scientific Conference – University of Sopron

The University of Sopron Alexandre Lamfalussy Faculty of Economics is organizing its traditional International Scientific Conference on the occasion of the Hungarian Science Days in Sopron, at No. 9 Erzsébet Street (Campus of the Faculty) on 9th November 2017. We have the honour to invite to the conference the representatives of higher education institutions, government and business as well as colleagues, experts and PhD students interested in the subject.

Title of the Conference:
GEOPOLITICAL STRATEGIES IN CENTRAL EUROPE

For direction and more information please visit:

If you wish to participate in the conference, please complete the on-line application form not later than 20 October 2017.

On-line registration:
http://konf.lkk.uni-sopron.hu/hsd_conference_form.html
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